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INTRODUCT ION

Global retailers retain a strong appetite for expansion in Asia Pacific and continue to enter new markets across the

region. However, structural changes such as the rapid growth of e-commerce and the emergence of home-grown

retailers continue to pose significant challenges to growth. Consumer preferences are changing in tandem with the

expansion of the middle class and urbanisation, while rapid advances in technology are forcing retailers to invest in

more innovative sales and marketing strategies. These obstacles mean that retailers are no longer assured of the

steady organic growth achieved under their previous retail strategies and formats.

How Active Are Retailers in Asia Pacific? 2017 examines retailer expansion in the region over the past year and

gauges their intentions to expand in the coming year. It also provides advice to retailers and landlords on how they

can refine marketing and real estate strategies to ensure they remain competitive in what is an increasingly

challenging marketplace.
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Figure 1: Respondent’s profileThis report tracks new retail entrants in 26 asia pacific
cities in 2016. To be counted as a new retail entrant,
the retailer must originate from a foreign market; be
new to the city; and have a bricks-and-mortar store.
Concessions or shops-in-shops are not included. The
store has to have opened for trading during the year.

The report also surveys 71 international retailers to
gauge their expansion intentions in asia pacific for the
coming year. Respondents were senior executives
responsible for overseeing their brands’ regional and
/ or global real estate portfolio. Major sectors
represented included fashion (34%), sports and
specialist clothing (21%), coffee and restaurants (15%)
and luxury (10%).

Half of multinational respondents were based in
western countries and were primarily headquartered in
north America (31%) and Europe (24%). Most Asia
Pacific respondents were located in japan.

Other includes:
3%: Books & Music

1% : Entertainment, Toys, 
Opticians, Homeware & 

Furniture, Department Store 

Source: CBRE Research, June 2017.
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RETA I L ER  E XP A NS I ON WEA KENS  I N  2016
Tota l  new ent rants  fa l l  for  the f i r s t  t ime on record

In 2016 the total number of new retailer entrants to
Asia Pacific registered the first decline since CBRE
research began tracking activity in 2012. A total of
429 new retailers opened stores in the 25 Asia Pacific
cities under survey in 2016, a fall of 16% y-o-y.

The decline was primarily due to the slower pace of
retailer expansion in Singapore and Taipei, which have
both seen sluggish economic growth and weak
domestic consumption demand. Retailer expansion in
Singapore has been further constrained by the labour
crunch, while a slowdown in the growth of Chinese
tourist arrivals negatively impacted Taipei.

Guangzhou, Ho Chi Minh City, Mumbai, Melbourne
and the gold coast all recorded a sharp rise in retailer
expansion over the course of 2016, supported by the
completion of new shopping centre supply. Landlords
of new shopping centres in Asia Pacific remain keen to
introduce maiden brands to differentiate their projects
from existing malls and draw shoppers’ attention.

Hong Kong, Tokyo and Singapore remained the top
three most attractive markets for retailer expansion.
However, these cities saw some closures and market
withdrawals as several foreign retailers opted to retreat
amid lacklustre sales growth and intensifying
competition.

Figure 2: Total number of new retailer entrants in Asia Pacific 

New Entrants are defined as retailers that are (1) new to the city with a physical store (excluding concession counters 
or shops in shops); (2) open for trading; (3) an international retailer.  

Source: CBRE Research, March 2017.
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A S I A  P A C I F I C  RETA I L ERS  STA Y  A CT I VE
Japanese and South Korean brands expand overseas

Homegrown retailers displayed a stronger appetite for
overseas expansion in 2016, accounting for 40% of
new retailer entrants recorded during the year. Activity
was led by retailers from japan, South Korea and
Australia. Expansion was largely driven by static sales
growth and market saturation in their home countries,
along with regional shopping centre landlords’
demand for new brands.

Over half of new entries by Japanese and south
Korean retailers in 2016 involved cafes and
restaurants, reflecting strong consumer demand for
Asian cuisine and eating out. Activity by Australian
retailers was led by apparel, footwear and houseware
stores expanding in New Zealand.

Overseas expansion by Chinese retailers was driven
by domestic fashion retailers opening more stores
abroad as prime retail space in China remains tightly
held by international brands. Chinese retailers are
also using overseas expansion as a means by which to
enhance their status among Chinese consumers.

Country of Origin of New Retailer Entrants in Asia Pacific

Figure 3: New retailer entrants in Asia Pacific in 2015 and 2016 by country of origin

New Entrants are defined as retailers that are (1) new to the city with a physical store (excluding concession 
counters or shops in shops); (2) open for trading; (3) an international retailer.  

Source: CBRE Research, March 2017.
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EXP A NS I ON LED  BY  F&B  SECTOR

The F&B sector, particularly restaurants and
confectionary/pastry shops, continued to drive retailer
expansion in Asia Pacific in 2016. F&B retailers
accounted for around one-third of new retailer entrants
in 2016, a large increase on the 12% recorded when
the survey was first conduced in 2012. Japanese,
Korean and Taiwanese brands were especially active.

The growth of the F&B sector continues to be supported
by consumers’ tendency to eat out and landlords’
strategy of extending their F&B offering as a way to
enhance their retailtainment elements and defend their
portfolios against e-commerce.

More landlords are approaching high profile
restaurants and F&B groups to open outlets in their
malls to boost publicity and the number of visitors.
Eating out is increasingly popular among the young,
with CBRE Asia Pacific's recent millennial survey finding
that those aged between 20-29 eat out on average 9.7
days per month. Many will share pictures of their food
on social media, making it a useful promotional tool.

Expansion by luxury brands remained relatively subdued
across the region with the exception of Australia, which
accounted for 40% of the total new entrants. Luxury
retailers opened several new stores in Melbourne and
the gold coast over the course of the year.

Number of New Entrants

Figure 4: New retailer entrants in 2015 and 2016 by trade category

New Entrants are defined as retailers that are (1) new to the city with a physical store (excluding concession 
counters or shops in shops); (2) open for trading; (3) an international retailer. 

Source: CBRE Research, March 2017.
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COST  ESCA LA T I ON A ND UNCLEA R  ECONOMI C  
P ROSP ECTS  REMA I N  KEY  CONCERNS

Cost escalation and unclear economic prospects
remained retailers’ foremost concerns for the second
consecutive year.

The concern regarding costs came in spite of flat
rental growth in most markets with the exception of
Hong Kong, which continued to experience a strong
correction. Regional inflation remains stable and will
continue to do so over the remainder of 2017.
However, labour and manufacturing costs have grown
significantly on the back of the tight labour market
and rising wage. Retailers have found it challenging to
pass on these rising costs to their customers due to
intense competition and cautious consumer spending.

This year’s survey found a significant increase in
retailers’ concerns around consumer behaviour and
currency fluctuations. In today’s retail market,
consumers are constantly seeking new products and
display lower brand loyalty. At the same time, online
retail has improved price transparency and prompted
retailers to standardise their prices across different
markets and channels. E-commerce also poses an
additional challenge to traditional retail formats in the
form of rapid and low cost delivery.

Figure 5: Major threats to the retail market in 2016 and 2017

Source: CBRE Research, June 2017.
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RETA I L ERS  EMBRA CE  NEW TECHNOLOGY

Retailers are increasingly utilising technology to
monitor and analyse consumer behaviour to help
them respond to rapidly changing demand.

Many retailers are integrating their in-store experience
with social media platforms as they leverage on this
powerful promotional tool. Together with online sales,
this involves a large volume of data that retailers need
to track.

Almost half of respondents said they already have or
intend to introduce customer analytics technology in
their bricks-and-mortar stores. Collecting information
on who their consumers are; the products they buy
and try; and how they navigate around stores, can
play a key role in helping retailers improve
operational efficiency.

More innovative technology such as augmented reality
and beacons is still at a very early stage of adoption.

Figure 6: Technology currently used or planned to be used by retailers in Asia Pacific

Source: CBRE Research, June 2017.
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EXCHA NGE  RA TES  A  KEY  CONCERN

Currency fluctuations continued to distort the business
planning and sales performance of many international
retailers in 2016, particularly those in the luxury
segment. In response, several retailers increased their
prices in Europe while reducing them in china and
Hong Kong, to ensure their pricing policy remained
globally consistent.

Over the past two years, the RMB has depreciated by
around 10% against the USD, thereby making it
cheaper for Chinese to shop in their domestic market.
This trend helped a number of luxury brands register
improved sales in 2016, which in turn supported
demand for high quality retail space. However, this
came at the expense of several other cities across the
region, with Tokyo in particular reporting weaker
expansionary demand from luxury brands in 2016.
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STRONG FOCUS  ON GA TEWA Y  MA RKETS  

Most retailers expect the retail environment in Asia
Pacific to remain challenging in 2017, meaning that
they will be more risk-averse and invest in markets with
proven sales performance. Developed markets will
therefore remain the most popular destination for
retailer expansion. Hong Kong is the most popular
destination, with more retailers keen to expand in the
city now that rents have fallen to more affordable
levels. Similar to last year’s survey, major markets
including china, japan, Singapore and Australia all
rank in the top five.

Retailers’ cautious approach towards expansion is set
to constrain the breadth and scale of their activity in
the coming year. On average, respondents said they
plan to expand in four countries this year, compared to
five in 2016.

Source: CBRE Research, June 2017.

Figure 8: Most popular locations for retailer expansion in 2017
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R I S I NG DEMA ND TO EXP A ND I N  E X I S T I NG C I T I E S

The survey indicates that retailer expansion this year will
differ significantly from that in 2016. Far fewer retailers,
or 25%, intend to expand to new cities within existing
countries, compared to 43% a year ago. At the same
time, about one-third of respondents said they plan to
expand within existing cities, particularly those which
have proven to perform well, a notable increase on the
previous year.

This divergence in expansion strategy reflects the risk-
averse attitude that has taken hold among retailers.
Many groups have observed the experience of luxury
retailers, which have consolidated their greater china
sales networks over the past two years.

This has led many retailers to adopt a cautious approach
focused on building brand awareness in tier I cities,
rather than expanding rapidly across the entire country.
Several established retailers now open stores in lower tier
cities only when their analysis of online sales has
confirmed that the location is viable.

Entering new countries will nevertheless remain the
foremost channel for retailer expansion in 2017,
although activity will be confined to larger markets.
Demand will continue to be partially driven by the limited
growth opportunities in retailers’ home markets, as well
as their confidence in Asia Pacific's long term growth
potential. The maturing franchise system and shopping
centre landlords’ desire to introduce new-to-market
brands will also provide sound support to retailers’
overseas expansion.

Figure 9:  Retailers general expansion strategy in Asia Pacific

Source: CBRE Research, June 2017.
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CONCLUS ION

Retailers in Asia Pacific anticipate higher risk this year and will turn more conservative towards expansion. There

will be a stronger focus on reshaping store networks to be more agile and ensuring they are ready to respond to

shifts in consumer behaviour. These trends will negatively impact the number of new retail entrants over the

course of the year.

Landlords are advised to take note of retailers’ intentions to increase their investment in store technology to

enhance their tracking and understanding of consumers. CBRE Research recommends shopping centre landlords

strengthen their monitoring of shopper traffic and identify underutilised spaces. Landlords who can effectively

harness and utilise big data will gain an added advantage in the battle to secure quality tenants.
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